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Anna Bajomi  

Anna is a master student in Social Policy at Eötvös Lóránd Science University. She did a 4-months 

long internship at Metropolitan Research Institute in 2012 where she deepened her knowledge in 

housing issues. She is currently working on her master thesis, “Energy-efficient renovations in Social 

Housing” as a fellow in the scholarship program of the Municipality of Budapest. 

 

Melinda Mihály  

Melinda Mihály, fresh graduate, Corvinus University of Budapest, Regional and Environmental 

Economics Msc. Participated in Climate-KIC Winter Journey in 2012. Member of Students in 

Community Service. Participated in a student research connected to the micro region of 

Fehérgyarmat (Eastern Hungary), where the potential of certain local enterprises were assessed. 

Interested in technologies built on Environmental Industry which can be adopted and can create jobs 

in the countryside. The thing which charges her the most is hiking. 

Main interests: Environmental Conflicts, CSR, Social Enterprises, Rural Development, Community 

Development, Environmental Education. Interested in Rural Development with a focus on developing 

local SME's. 

 

Helena Polomik 

Helena has a master degree in regional and environmental economics. During her studies she 

worked for 2 years as a junior planner-analyst in a Hungarian Nonprofit Ltd. for Regional 

Development and Town Planning (VATI). For the last two years she has been working as a planner 

analyst at the Hungarian Ministry of National Economy in the Department of Territorial Development 

Planning. In January 2014 she was seconded to the European Economic and Social Committee 

where she works as a national expert on files related to territorial cohesion. Helena has a high interest 

in the subject of local economic development. 

 

Beata Imre, 

Beata has a master degree in regional and environmental economics. She gained experience from 

the field of environmental consulting, research and innovation policies. At present she works as 

consultant specialized in development programmes and projects. She has attended Climate-KIC 

Journey about climate innovations and entrepreneurship in 2012. Since then she is very active 

support social entrepreneurship related initiatives. 

Main interest are: climate innovation, energy efficiency, social business, business model, co-creation 

methods and collective intelligence 

 

Dia Molnár 

I hold a Bachelor's Degree in Architecture and Civil Engineering from the prestigious Ybl Miklos 

Faculty of the Szent István University in Budapest, Hungary. I have gained over 6 years of relevant 

work experience working on some architectural projects in Budapest including M4 underground line 

in the capital of Hungary. I obtained vital work experience in London working on commercial office 

design projects in established business hubs in Europe as well as in emerging markets in India and 

NE Asia. Since 2012  I have been  working as a consultant specialized in buildings’ energy efficiency 

and renewable energy. Our main activity is providing professional consulting services to corporate 

and local government clients in the fields of project development, grant consulting and project 

management. 

 

 

 

 



Index - outline 

 

1. Introduction 

 

2. Ageing housing – assessment about the general condition of housing buildings in 

European cities based on publicly available studies and data. 

 

3. Assessment of the Hungarian situation 

- Primarily focusing on Budapest’s condition 

- Comparison with other European cities 

- Assessment of data based on studies and statistical database 

 

4. Best practices 

- Collection of relevant best practices (energy efficiency and renewable energy related 

projects which were applied for old housing buildings in big cities) 

- Creation of reasonable taxonomy based on stakeholders, budget size and etc. 

 

5. Findings 

According to the result of 5-6 in-depth interview we assess the best practices and define: 

- which once could be used in the local context; 

- what are the risk; 

- possible advantages and disadvantages; 

  

6. Conclusion 


